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(:10). (:12). Jackie explains all the teachings in many languages, they should be able to 

have the transcription into their language within 24 hours of the teachings. Thank you 

it's taken 3 years work. (:14). Last week after exposes Mr. DL he has immediately 

attacked us in the Italian newspaper. KF Italy will stand for damages against the 

newspaper. Discusses pedophile groups in Europe and their infiltration into the KF and 

it took years of hard work to get out from under them.  ....  (:18). A few weeks back he 

was praising DL, this was on the advice of professionals for him to come out and show 

his hand, so the authorities can capture him. Then last year they set a trap fro Sterling, it 

was announced on Cary Cassidy's program that we know he raped his daughters and 24 

hours later he confessed at a police station. (:21). Two weeks ago we talks about 

pedophiles and how they ask for photos of children from the parents. DL responded by 

writing "Facts about Keshe". He wrote in defense, my puzzle in 1995, at the time I was 

a major shareholder in the company then in 2000 he got out, this was the time a scientist 

was murdered and his patent showed up with DL, he wrote that he is no longer involved 

in the company but only in some research, and this was the pedophile work.  (:25).  This 

was the first time he confessed of being involved in the company.   ...   it appeared on 

June 14, 2014, this is an annual event by this company to collect children for their 

pedophile activities.  (:29).  He reads the advertisement ....  They asked for a full body 

pictures of children, laying down without the feet, this is the method of pedophiles.     ...  

(:39).  We work with national securities on a daily basis.   (:42). He did a lot of work in 

stealing compression technology and killing scientists. I was to be the next one, that's 11 

years ago. Keshe reads a letter about DL, who was a high ranking Minister, 

disappearing children was his job. (:44).    (:53).  The only person who knew I was 

poisoned, him, calling a doctor and telling I was poisoned by arsenic. How did you 

know if you didn't do it or initiate another Belgian to do it, John. A doctor came and 

saved me, my wife and child, thank you, we have respect for what you have done for us. 

While we were dying he kept on calling and saying I have to come to Italy to see you. 

Caroline said he is murdering us, he doesn't put his foot in Italy anywhere near us. He 

told the antidote to a doctor, because he still needed to get the flight S from us. You 

come here to learn about MaGravs, Patches and everything else, but what is the use of 

living when we can't protect our children. (:55).  We didn't plan this, he was planted in 

KF by the most notorious pedophile group in Belgium, we had thought we went to a 

scientific firm and didn't know it was a pedophile group.    ... if you can tell us where 

you buried one of the children we can put the mind of a mother at rest. (1:00). Now we 

understand why he pushed to be webmaster, Sterling said, we have 40,000 visitors and 

50% were pedophiles so he could have access to a lot of things.    (1:20).   (1:27).   

(1:34). Let me tell you why i am so passionate about child trafficking, I used to work for 

British Services for C Trafficking, as a high level businessman my eyes got opened up 

by how much they and UN spend to buy back children that are trafficked out of Africa. 

British Security opened my eyes to things I didn't want to see, they said you work with 

us therefore you have to understand it. The children are taken so young and fed just 

enough to survive and when they buy them back they don't know really where they 

belong. ... they come from Romania, Bulgaria, Eastern Block, China and Africa, etc. 

The UN knows how many children are trafficked but it is so big an operation they can't 

do anything about it. This is for the sick people like DL and when they don't get then 

they have to advertise like he was doing with fake companies. (1:38).  A person in 

Belgium told that they are raping children in the name of religion and these children are 



committing suicide when they remember what they have done to them. Pedophile is a 

big business. I had to eat with one of the biggest organizers of pedophilia thinking he 

was helping us, but we were part of his plan through the services of the KF for the 

children. As much as I have to help Man get into space I have to make sure these people 

don't get into space. If we go to another place and they want to taste the child of another 

planet, it's mayhem for us. Now let us work and to bring this man into justice. We don't 

say anything it all comes from his own writing and website and artwork, not us. We just 

put the pieces together.  .. Antwerp is the center of child trafficking headed by DL he's 

the oldest man in the management. He has the business selling cubes to trap the 

children. Thank you for listening, this is the second time I put everything on the line, we 

got Sterling and now let's get Derek.  (1:45). Rick can you share something of the 

teaching of the knowledge of the U, it's not easy after having to talk all this horrible 

things about killing the children. While Rick is setting up, we are facing a new dilemma 

with the governments and that is the effectiveness of the Gans. What is puzzling them is 

that so many of you are using and testing it without FDA or Health authorities, because 

it's your natural process. they are asking for testimonials and we can use them as a basis 

for licensing.  (1:47). Because people are doing it. Your testimonial are important, when 

a journal wrote something against the Gans people wrote in and said this is rubbish I 

have used the Gans and it works. In some countries the governments are seeing the 

rapid development of this T that they accept the testimonials as live tests. Please write 

down your testimonials on our websites. Try to be more precise, I took so much and 

how, etc. more details, how you felt etc. These help. FDA is getting pushed.  (1:50). 

Testimonial out on screen.  (1:53).  Thank you very much Micki Creech you have given 

on the ethos of the KF, it is something g like DeJa vu 72 hours later. ... we are waiting 

for certification to come into the market. In Philippines they sell Pen for $10, in Ghana 

$2. When you make the Pain Pads make 2 at a time, put one amount in one pad and 

double the amount in the other so it creates a difference btn the 2 for pain relief. It 

works by mass and you get a transfer. (1:58).  We hope to put out the generator at $100 

in Ghana. If there are a large number of people in the neighborhood using MaGrav units 

the neighbors without are getting reductions (20 - 30%). You can ask at the substation 

to check their meter and see if there is a reduction in neighborhood. People in Togo are 

taking the T and giving KF a bad name, don't do that, if you steal your soul will catch 

up with you. Do not destroy the KF for you to look better. (2:02).  Put back into the 

society.  Tokyo University is breaking our back in costs but it is worth it, if I read you 

the results. (2:06). Keshe reads the results for the Cancer research in Tokyo. (2:08).  We 

observed for CO2 Gans and it has direct effects on killing cancer cells, while posing no 

effects on normal cells. ... potential for normal cancer treatment.  (2:11). We know that 

you can use the CO2 Gans for cancer treatment with no side effects. When AA is added 

on top of the Gans. .. the human trials will start next week. Mice were injected with 

Gans CO2 and there weren't any short or long term sign of any toxicity to the organs. 

(2:13). The Gans materials are NOT TOXIC.  (2:17). We tolerated a lot but we are 

getting through and the fruit of the research is so huge. We stand on our own because 

there is nobody else who understands this T and can teach it. We tasted it, build it, used 

it, enjoyed the time of seeing it work, somebody said thank you for the relief of my 

pain, we had to bare the pressure but it is nearly done. We got the structure, the 

Institute, all the people working together. This allows us to get international recognition. 

(2:19).  In US if someone brings this to FDA to get certified they can't refuse Tokyo U 

as it is independent research and the effect is there. You can't ignore when others are 

using it. Dieter wants to show is that okay Mr. Keshe. Yes, don't be frightened, DL and 

a group are threatening people who show, but don't be afraid. We have to be strong to 



withstand this, a number of people don't come here because they receive threats. These 

threats are toothless talks. If you give up and don't show what you do it means they have 

won. We have seen it, and we caught the boss. Show the soap. We started Gans soaps 

with different herbs and oils. Don't show your desktop these animals in the background 

are waiting to hack your computer.  (2:22). He shows the Gans Soap. You have a very 

beautiful way to package the soap. The different colors come from different herbs, and 

they put CO2 and CuO2. Keshe says, soap is something that touches our soul because 

you smell it. He shows photos, they hang the N plates in the small jars. (2:25).  We have 

E connection to the smells, if you add ZnO2 to it you'll connect it to E. Find a way that 

you don't touch the AA on the top, especially when you are making soap. Suck it out 

from the bottom then there is no way the AA can enter the cycle. How much do you sell 

it for. 3 pieces with shipping nearly 30 Euros. All of it is local and without chemicals. 

Rick says the first hour talked about the mess and now how to clean it up with soap, 

how fitting.  (2:28).  In Africa many people make their own soap and are experienced in 

making it. The logic behind it, we get a fat off the animal, we add caustic to it in the 

process, and then we use the soap to wash the fat from our hands. We take the Cu put in 

caustic make N material and make a Gans. But Man has been in N and Gans production 

for centuries. We take the fat and put in the AA and now we have made a field of it. We 

were always taught that the soap clean the hands because of it, but how come the soap 

cleans the hands which are fat, you make a fatty thing and wash your hands with it, you 

rub the fat on the dirt because the AA what we call the fingerprint oil is connected to the 

fat you rub, separation of it. Separating the fat from our skin is the same as if you have a 

N coated Cu and a raw Cu, you get Gans, separation of the fat. What we do is so fast by 

chemical condition that we see the soap releasing the Gans of the fat on the hands and it 

washes away. And we say we cleaned our hands with the fat. (2:30). So if you look at 

this way we have been N Gans fat makers, but we call ourselves soap makers. Now we 

understand the science, it's not a chemistry effect, we changed the Cu with fat. We put 

Cu N coated with Cu and we get Free Plasma (FP). Now you understand the truth of 

how we clean ourselves with a simple soap. The science behind soap isn't chemistry but 

N and Gans Technology, because we didn't know we accepted what was said. We have 

all been in N T especially the Chinese when they cook with high temperature N layers 

comes in the food, that's why we eat very little when we eat Chinese because half of the 

energy form the pan (wok) is from the Gans material and is digested inside. In Ghana 

we have a team looking at crude oil contamination, Crude oil is another fat, we are 

looking for the same structure as C oil, we put Gans on it but it didn't work, so now we 

are looking at the structure and how we can use the C oil to open up the C oil itself. 

(2:32).   Benjamin tired but didn't have much success. We tried adding Gans and it 

becomes like a thick milk shake. ??? if we spray it on the sea level when there is an oil 

spill the waves will turn it over and it becomes like a gel and increases its weight, 

(suddenly the cup becomes very heavy), we want the chemistry lab to test if we have 

converted the AA of the C oil into CH bond. So it becomes heavy and settles to the 

bottom and becomes food for the animals, it's an AA bond. It's a specific way to wash 

the sea of the oil.  (2:34). In Ghana we are bringing all the scientists in Oil Industry, 

Health, etc together to work as one team. The KF center we are building in Ghana is for 

all of you, so please come and help build it, it 's for the world. (3:36).  The researcher in 

Ghana said the Gans treated water is as good as distilled water and it has high alkalinity 

which is good for cancer. They started selling a Gans water in the market and it cures 

the diarrhea. (2:41).  In Italy when the newspaper printed that the KF Pads are a scam 

immediately understood that they were wrong because we have C certification and they 

were damaging the business. We have barrowed no money from Pharmaceuticals or 



anybody, we ride on the back of our supporters. We are free to serve the public. (2:43).  

(2:45).  Shows Gans soaps from Croatia, he sells 80 gram bar for 3 euro, he does as a 

hobby. It would be nice to teach and not just give the soap. They start to translate KF 

videos into Croatian. (2:49).  The KF will be on TV in Ghana. (2:52). Another Gans 

soap. Despite people saying we escaped from Italy, we are setting up a second factory 

for industrial and farming. They are testing using CO2 instead of antibiotics. It shows 

success in reducing antibiotics. They want to set up a factory that can make 100,000 

liters of Gans water per day. (2:55).  If you are using CO2 for psoriasis then use Zn with 

it, anything to do with skin problem always try to use some ZnO2 with it, because skin 

is part of your brain and carries E. One person is allergic to soap but can tolerate my 

Gans Soap. (3:00). Photos of Elephant foot in Africa, it's a worm that thousands of 

farmers in Africa get, there is no medicine for it anywhere in the world, they have tried 

everything for centuries and no luck. Now in just 4 weeks of just drinking Gans Water 

and washing the foot with CuO2 water 3 times a day for 10 minutes. You see the body 

opening up and getting rid of the worms. The worms are literally coming out, and for 

the first time see skin and no pain. (3:04). Shows both photos together after 4 weeks 

treatment. A man like this doesn't go to FDA, because that treatment goes nowhere. 

(3:07). Q: about if Leprosy is similar and can be treated same way? Most probably but 

Leprosy is an internal disease, but this is a worm that gets into foot and into the Lymph 

System. Your T is very solid. We can get a man walking again. It bleeds where the 

worm comes out, it was solid black for 5 years and now it's opening up the body is 

getting rid of the worms. (3:10). There are many ways to use the T and where modern 

medicine can't do anything to help. What if we make a Gans cream, it will work faster 

because the water is every 10 - 20 minutes (?evaporates). Making a difference in the life 

of a farmer in Africa is just as important as that of the President of US. Life is precious, 

if you cut the skin we all bleed red. This is where pushing the governments to do more 

research comes from. Not from trying to stop, those who try to stop are from losing the 

children to put in their beds (pedophiles).  (3:12).  Rick you see you started something 3 

years ago and look how it has grown. Yes it's amazing that it is all over the planet, if not 

off planet as well. We are accepting cancer trials in Ghana, it's costing a lot and we are 

asking for 7 to 8,000 dollars. (3:16). You are worried about killing a mouse, but a 

mouse doesn't have HIV, you have, we have to treat you. Man never accepted that other 

beings have a soul. Why should we inject a mouse with HIV and put it through the 

suffering to confirm your own idea about what you have done wrong. .. What ever 

disease you have right or wrong doesn't count, why don't we who have the problem 

become the guinea pig to save the life, or are we so cowardly that we don't want to. 

When you have the cancer or AIDS it's the number of days you stay with the P, what's 

the difference. Sacrificing a number of animals for you to be happy. There are a lot of 

ethics behind it. Rick says a man started to have his son drink the Gans water because of 

problems with immunizations and the problems have cleared. A lot of parents come to 

the KF because of our children, they tried everything else and don' t see any solution so 

they want to learn this. (3:18).  Put your testimonials on the website. We are killing 

another round of mice in Japan so you can be comfortable in the US. They call Health 

tourism, you can come to Ghana.   end 

 


